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Welcome to our Blog.  With this article we hope you train as a professional running this interesting electric welding course. In this electric welding course you will learn the different techniques to form an electric arc. Electric welding course: Electric arc welding with coated electrodes To begin with, we need to know the general safety
standards for electric welding, which particular below: No object that you intend to weld is as important as you. Avoid suffocation and diseases caused by inhalation of fumes generated during welding application. Make sure there is always a pure airflow. Avoid fire risks by removing flammable materials that you have in your workspace. 
Sparks generally used during welding application have a greater flow rate than you can imagine, especially when welding in high parts.   Never weld in an area where there are combustible liquids, fats, paper, fabric. Wear safety lenses to prevent eye damage. In many cases welding sparks enter the protective mask. Never enter enclosed
spaces let yourself be accompanied by someone else.  The application of welding in enclosed spaces generates dangers such as: suffocation or electric shock, fire and explosion. It is of the utmost importance that the recommendations indicated in this electric welding course be taken into account, this depends on the success of the
same. Always indicate and keep in mind the exit routes in case of emergency. Never weld galvanized material without adequate extraction or ventilation of fumes, since zinc fumes are highly toxic. Fumes produced during welding application affect health.  Keep your head away from the flow of smoke and use proper breathing equipment.
For welding activities always use cotton clothing polyester fabric and other synthetic fibers have a high degree of flammability, they are not recommended. Never throw electrode residues on the floor, they can be warm enough to burn combustible materials. They can also function as rollers that can cause the fall. Welds increase the
values of the electric current. Pay attention to damage from electric shock, make sure that the cables and connections are in perfect condition. You should not if your clothes are wet or you are standing on a wet floor. Never weld materials that contain flammable substances such as gasoline. The container can explode even when it is
empty. Following these simple rules ensures you develop welding activity a long time and more successfully. Expand your welding knowledge click here to learn welding techniques vertically. Discover the tools you need to complete the electric welding course. It is very important to take into account the following security rules and the
tools that we need to use;  and have a complete stop of tools and materials. These will be useful for the development of the electric welding course that we are starting. It is necessary to have the necessary safety tools, as welding requires extreme precautionary measures.  Safety gloves It is important to use them, as we will be exposed
to contact with high temperatures, and some materials quickly transmit heat.  Welding protection masks It is recommended to use a good welding mask. This is a way to avoid accidents, caused by the contact of sparks in the eyes. There are a variety of masks on the market, which you can buy according to your tastes. It is important to
use it as we sometimes tend to weld and lift the mask to see the result. This should not be done, it is recommended to get used to looking through the dark glass, in order to avoid contact with light and annoying irritation in the eyes and leading to a visit to the doctor. We have to be very careful and learn how to put the electrode once we
put on the mask. Welding breasts This is another safe way of protection, we know it as a peto or welder bib.  It protects us from sparks and lightning in the body when it comes to getting to work. What kind of welding we use Can be DC or AC. Generally the cheapest are aluminum winding. They have the peculiarity of turning on a pilot
when it overheats, and to use it again we have to wait for it to cool down. YOU WANT FORAY INTO THE WELDING TRADE?  I INVITE YOU TO VISIT THIS LINK.  JUST CLICK HERE AND YOU ENTER THE BEST COURSE ON THE WEB. BECOME THE PROFESSIONAL YOU WANT SO MUCH, EXPANDING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
QUICKLY AND EASILY. However, the welds in their majority are current of AC. They are the cheapest They are used to weld with rutile or normal electrode. Depending on the type of machine or intensity, it allows us to weld with electrodes of 2 1/2 and 3.25 amplifiers. How to adjust the machine: For this we have the ammeter, the
potentimeter, which will give us the intensity of the current. We need to set the current intensity indicated by the manufacturer's box. There we will see the type of electrode we need and how to use it. In this case acdc electricity and an intensity of 60 and 85 amplifiers are used. Now let's start welding If we don't know that put up, the
manufacturer has already told us, it will be between 60 and 80 amplifiers. It is recommended to put 70 amplifiers on it for a 2 1/2 electrode. Now, if when we start welding, we see that the welding heel has begun to undermine the material. Then we will proceed to lower the intensity to 60 amplifiers. Arc welding techniques. Electric arc
welding what it does is it use electricity to produce enough heat. In this way reach the melting point in the somi parts. We have that iron melting point at 2500 degrees Celsius. However, temperatures of up to 4000 degrees were measured. This is achieved through the electric arc. And the resistance exerted by the separation between the
part to be joined and the tip of the electrode. Why is the heat generated in the electric arc part? As we know, electricity is a stream of electrons through a closed circuit. When that circuit we put a resistance, like a stove, the passage of the current produces heat. It can also produce light, as in light bulbs that produce light and heat. That
resistance that can be artificial, it can be a mechanism, we can perform it here by means of separation. This is very important, we can perform here the separation that exerts resistance to the passage of the current.  Well, the more resistance, the further away we are, the more temperature. During welding we will take into account that by
separating the electrode we put more resistance between it and the part to be welded. And we're going to produce more temperature and heat. This heat occurs because the passage of the current which is a stream of electrons when you open the circuit. These bounce from one side of the circuit to the other. Read on and you will know
these interesting techniques in the electric welding course Why is the electron jump continuous when we have an electrode, and not when the electrode is glued to us?.  Many times the electrode sticks and we make different movements to remove it, causing the shell to break. We'll realize that when we're going to weld and start scraping,
two things happen. Either it sticks again or the spark is cut off and there is no way forward. This is because the electrode is already more than studied its coating. It has the peculiarity that when burned it produces a smoke and a gas. This makes the remaining airspace between the electrode and the piece to be joined easily ionized.  In
this way the flow or jump that must give electrons is continuous. This is due to ionization that is performed when the electrode part is burned. When we have an electrode and it's stuck a little bit, we'd better cut it off a little bit with pliers. We can also spend it scraping without letting it stick. That's what happens. we have that electric arc to
jump.  We already know it will go between 4 or 5 millimeters up to 1 1/2 centimeter. The electric arc is also obtained by the intensity in welding. When we lower the intensity it is more difficult to achieve a continuous flow of electrons. Become a welding professional click here to learn exhaust pipe welding techniques. We can conclude: In
this course we have learned that one of the main welding methods is now called electric arc welding. It generates a high-strength bond between metal materials. With this theme we conclude that welding is a cheaper way to join the elements. It is also one of the most commonly used processes in part assembly. By icicac admin In
SOLDADURA On September 29, 2015 WELDING SMAW Welding time of coated electrodes: 40 hours. Intended for: People interested in learning welding. Objective: To know the tools and equipment for process SMAW electric arc welding correctly apply safety standards in the work area and acquire the basis for proper welding.
Participants: Limited quota (maximum 10 participants) Methodology: demonstration, exhibition and practice. We manage a minimum cost of recovery. Theme: Basics about SMAW process equipment, tool and security parameters, symbology, and join types. Installation of welding equipment. SMAW process (30 hours of practice).
Diagnostic test: at the start of the course. For more information visit us at R'mulo O'Farril 546 Col. Olivar de los Padres Delegation Alvaro Obregàn C.P. 01780 Mexico City or contact us by phone: (55) 54247400 ext. 0144 and ext. 0101 or by email: icic.cdmx@icic-oc.org icic.cdmx@icic-oc.org
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